Computed tomographic images and three-dimensional expression of crystalline lens findings from multiple slices of Scheimpflug slit images.
Although the observation of lens changes in clinical examination has been made through a slit lamp microscope under dilated pupil, precise documentation and analysis of lens changes are presently possible through Scheimpflug photographic images. However, the methodology is still unsatisfactory because the image analysis is two dimensional. In order to overcome this disadvantage, the authors aimed at developing a new methodology for obtaining computed tomographic images of the lens. 60 Scheimpflug slit images of a cataractous human lens were taken by an anterior eye segment analysis system as digital data. After the locations of the whole slit images had been matched, reconstruction of the coronal section line images was performed utilizing extracted image information. The total number of reconstructed coronal section images in additional procedures of the image interpolation was 150. Computed tomography of the lens image was made from those 150 images. A whole lens figure was also demonstrated as a moving three dimensional image.